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This is a guide to the writing style of Listverse.com.  Its aim is to help authors 

style their writing to conform to the uniform voice we wish to present to our 
readers.  The closer you adhere to this guide, the more likely it is that your list 

will be accepted for publication and payment.
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1. Prerequisites

Prerequisites For A Successful Submission

In order to create a successful submission, a few very basic requirements must be met.  
All of the following must be complied with or your list will be rejected.

A. The list must be written with perfect English.  Your English level must be that of a 
native speaker to have a successful submission. This is the number one reason we 
reject lists.

B. The subject matter may not be personal or unverifiable.  If you can’t provide proof 
from reputable sources that what you are saying is true, we can’t accept your 
submission.

C. The subject must not already be covered on Listverse or elsewhere on the Internet.  
We do not accept submissions that are copies or re-workings of previous lists or 
content found on other websites, including Youtube. A web search of Listverse for the 
items you are writing about will reveal any duplication so make use of search engines 
when writing your lists. 

D. The subject matter must match our site style.  We almost never publish lists on sports, 
technology, or self-help / advice.

E. The list must not be a translation of an existing page in a foreign language.

Images and Videos

You should not include images with your submission.  Our editorial team will find 
appropriate images for your content.  If you wish you can include links to suitable Youtube 
videos.

Adult Content

We do not accept lists of an illegal nature.  We do not publish lists that promote or assist 
people in committing crimes.



Plagiarism

We take plagiarism very seriously.  If we discover any attempt to pass off the work of 
others as your own, you will be permanently blacklisted and all future submissions will be 
rejected. We double-check every submission for plagiarism.

Quantity of Submissions

There is no limit on the quantity of submissions per writer, however even our most prolific 
writers can seldom produce more than one per day.  If you are able to send two or more 
lists on one day, the chances are you have not spent sufficient time on the list and it is 
more likely to be rejected.

Content Farming

Listverse only takes content submitted directly by the author.  Content submitted by a 
middle-man or organization such as a content farm will be rejected and all future 
contributions by authors using these groups will be rejected.  We do not engage the 
services of third-parties to supply content.  If you are contacted by someone offering to 
help you get published on Listverse for a fee, it is a scam.

2. Popular Content

Listverse readers have very particular tastes; if you tailor your submission to these tastes, 
you will have a far greater chance of having your list accepted for publication.  We receive 
a lot of lists that we have to reject so this point cannot be stressed enough. This is a non-
exhaustive list of the most popular subjects:

I. Mysteries: Mystery lists are the most popular.  Unsolved mysteries about man, 
the universe, monsters, UFOs, aliens, demons, ghosts, witches, etc. If you have 
a list dealing with this subject and it is not already covered on Listverse, it will 
probably be accepted if you comply with the rest of this guide.  As you will see 
in the next point, uniqueness is also essential here.  We don’t want to read 



about the Loch Ness Monster.  We don’t want to read about Bigfoot, 
chupacabra, the Bermuda Triangle, etc.  If your friends probably know the 
mystery—we do too.  Unless you can tell us something we don’t know about 
them, leave them out. Web search Listverse for every item you want to add to 
your list to ensure you don’t duplicate content.

II. Secrets: This is a little different from mysteries.  These are subjects that the 
average person either doesn’t know, or isn’t meant to know.  Secret codes, 
ciphers, places that are forbidden to the average person.  If you can make our 
readers desperate to know the answer to something or to go somewhere they 
are not allowed, you have created a top-notch list.

III. Facts or Misconceptions: Tell us something we don’t already know.  It won’t 
be easy—the Listverse editors’ combined brainpower is like Einstein’s brain 
times ten . . . on steroids! Popular lists in this area are facts we don’t know, 
disproving something we commonly believe to be true, or generally telling us 
more about something we already knew.   So a list of Top 10 Amazing Facts 
about Dreams was popular, but so was Biblical Facts Everyone Gets Wrong.  If 
we believe it, and you can prove us wrong: we will love your list.

IV. History: Lists that deal with historical topics are often very popular.  But these 
should not be dry lists—they still need to be a twist on something.  For example 
Top 10 People Who Were Burned At the Stake, might be interesting, but it isn’t 
amazing.  Better would be: Top 10 People Who Were Burned At the Stake And 
Lived.  That is a list that would make people’s heads turn.  No one ever did 
survive incidentally—at least not that we are aware of . . . but feel free to prove 
us wrong!

V. Dark side of man: Lists which discuss the darker-side of man always do well. 
Lists of this type are Top 10 Evil Men, Top 10 Evil Women, Top 10 Evil Human 
Experiments, etc.  Be warned: we all know that Stalin, Hitler, Pol Pot, Mao 
performed evil acts.  We don’t need to hear more about them.  If you can tie the 
list into history it will be even more popular; for example Gilles de Rais is a 
fascinating character and his inclusion on a list made it even the more popular.  
But we have already had him on a list so don’t include him unless it for some 



completely unexpected reason . . . such as Top 10 Evil Men Who Weren’t, for 
example.

While these four areas are the most popular themes in our top articles, you shouldn’t be 
discouraged from sending in something which doesn’t quite fit.  There are always lists that 
appeal for other reasons.

The best performing lists are those with a twist.  Simple lists of facts or things are 
interesting, but lists that surprise the reader are riveting.  This can be difficult to pull off but 
it opens up the variety of topics considerably because almost everything can be looked at 
in an unusual way.

Here are some examples of twists that make a list good (these are real life examples):

10 Ordinary Moms Who Changed The World

The twist here is that people who are expected to be fairly average (ordinary 
moms) have done something extraordinary . . . they changed the world.

10 Shockingly Simple Things That Save Lives

The twist here is that simple things which we expect to be fairly bland can do 
something incredible: save lives

10 Iconic Americans Who Aren’t American

The twist is fairly obvious here: 10 people famed as Americans are actually not

10 Memes and Trends That Are Secretly Centuries Old

The twist here is that a modern thing (memes and trends) are actually very ancient

10 Baffling Scientific Mysteries of Everyday Things



The twist is that the things we use everyday actually have some deep mysteries 
attached to them

10 Gruesome Fairy Tale Origins

The twist is that we expect fairy tales to be lovely stories with happy endings: not 
so!

3. Uniqueness

Content that can’t be found on the Internet is a must.  To be at the forefront of Internet 
publishing it is essential to always be sharing new information. This obscurity of 
information makes something very enticing—it attracts readers.

This uniqueness can sometimes overrule the popular styles above; for example we 
published a list of photographs of where children sleep around the world.  It was incredibly 
popular because it showed a mundane part of our own lives from eyes through which we 
will never see. We were the first site to publish such a large and clear collection of these 
images.  You can read that list here: http://bit.ly/10845iS 

Perhaps most importantly, your lists should not contain any entries from lists already 
found on Listverse. Again this is where a web search can help you.

4. Simplicity

The greatest writers of English literature all say the same thing: cut, then cut, then cut 
again.  Good writing comes from revision.  Sylvia Plath would write a poem then erase 
seventy percent of it.  If you can find a short word instead of a long one, use it.  If there is 
an Anglo-Saxon word that can be used instead of a word from Latin or French, use it. 
Make sentences short.  A handy tool you can use to gauge how concise you write is the 
Flesch-Kincaid index.  

http://bit.ly/10845iS


The index tells you the readability level of your writing.  The best English literature is 
readable by an eleven year old.  Not because it is dumbed down but because it has no 
extra complicated words that don’t add to the value of the writing.   This author guide 
scores in the low seventies; that means a thirteen year old can read it.  If you don’t cut 
your text you will score in the fifties.  The lower the score the worse it is.  Here is an 
example of great writing that shows that even when you write for adults, you need to write 
concisely:

“We were somewhere around Barstow on the edge of the desert when the 
drugs began to take hold. I remember saying something like "I feel a bit 
lightheaded; maybe you should drive..." And suddenly there was a terrible roar 
all around us and the sky was full of what looked like huge bats, all swooping 
and screeching and diving around the car, which was going about a hundred 
miles an hour with the top down to Las Vegas. And a voice was screaming: 
"Holy Jesus! What are these goddamn animals?”—Fear and Loathing in Las 
Vegas, by Hunter S. Thompson.

Can you guess the Flesch score of the above paragraph taken from one of the great 
books of the twentieth century. It is 84.2.  That is the reading level of a twelve-year-old.  It 
doesn’t score high because it uses childish words or phrases; it scores high because it has 
only as many words as are needed to convey its meaning. You can check out how your 
text scores here: http://bit.ly/SYPxoh 

5. Remarkability

Your list needs to be remarkable.  If the concept you pitch to us already exists somewhere 
else on the Internet . . . it is not remarkable.  Your list needs to turn heads; your list needs 
to excite people because they have never seen it before.  Read each item and ask 
yourself: “Would my friends read this and say ‘Wow!’?”  If the answer is yes, you probably 
have a remarkable list. This is the most important factor we consider when reading 
submissions.

http://bit.ly/SYPxoh


6. Facts

Facts can be the lifeblood of Listverse lists.  On average, each item in a list might contain 
one or two new facts—preferably facts that are not otherwise presented on the site and 
are not common knowledge. Please note that facts are not just details—they are 
interesting pieces of rare information. Here is an example of one entry from Top 10 
Poisonous Foods We Love to Eat.

First off, a little interesting trivia: in the US, thanks to a US Supreme Court 
decision in 1893, tomatoes are vegetables. In the rest of the world they are 
considered to be fruit (or more accurately, a berry). The reason for this decision 
was a tax on vegetables but not fruit. You may also be interested to know that 
technically, a tomato is an ovary. The leaves and stems of the tomato plant 
contain a chemical called “Glycoalkaloid” which causes extreme nervousness 
and stomach upsets. Despite this, they can be used in cooking to enhance 
flavor, but they must be removed before eating. Cooking in this way does not 
allow enough poison to seep out but can make a huge difference in taste. 
Finally, to enhance the flavor of tomatoes, sprinkle a little sugar on them. Now 
we just need to work out whether they are “toe-mah-toes” or “toe-may-toes”.

Here is another example from Top 10 Places You don’t Want to Visit. 

Inspired by the Botanical Gardens in Padua, Italy (the first botanical garden 
which was created to grow medicinal and poisonous plants in the 1500s), the 
Alnwick Poison Garden is a garden devoted entirely to plants that can kill. It 
features many plants grown unwittingly in back gardens, and those that grow in 
the British countryside, as well as many more unusual varieties. Flame-shaped 
beds contain belladonna, tobacco and mandrake. The Alnwick Garden has a 
Home Office license to grow some very special plants; namely, cannabis and 
coca which are found behind bars in giant cages – for obvious reasons.

You need to be careful, however, to ensure that the facts are well blended into the content.  
They should not stick out but should rather appear to be a natural part of the overall text.



7. Sources

Sources are essential to Listverse lists as we deal in facts.  You need to back up every 
factual assertion with links to reputed websites—at least one source per item.  Please 
avoid using tabloid websites or newspapers as your source and definitely don’t use 
Wikipedia.

Some sources are always off-limits: tabloid sites like HuffingtonPost, Buzzfeed, National 
Enquirer, Metro, Vox, The Verge, Examiner, and Salon. Sites like About.com, 
suite101.com, Medium, geocities, hubpages, angelfire, Ranker, Damninteresting are 
generally unreliable, and Snopes has developed a somewhat political bias in recent years. 

Certain legacy media sites are more prone to publishing controversial opinions than factual 
news these days so great care should be exercised when using traditional news media as 
a source.  Verify facts!

Places like todayifoundout.com, boinboing.net, Cracked.com, and mentalfloss are rarely (if 
ever) reporting their own news and are more are often just linking to someone else's story. 
Let's go to the original source. Wikipedia, Squidoo, and blogs (URLs with blogspot, 
wordpress, tumblr, etc. in the name) generally aren't reliable because anyone can make or 
edit them. Forum boards (like FreeRepublic, Facebook, Twitter, and Reddit) are out as 
well.

We are aiming for more reputable sources like news organizations (local or national) that 
people have heard of and would recognize—organizations that actually have a reputation 
to uphold and care about getting facts right. Scholarly journals, academic publications, 
peer-reviewed scientific studies are all good news. Google Books and newspapers are 
often reputable.

If you have a source that appears to be recycling someone else's story, try to locate their 
primary source (reporter on the scene, interview with the person, academic paper they are 
summarizing, etc).



In order to streamline our editorial process, we have implemented the following format:

Whether you number the entries or not is up to you, but if you do number them, you don’t 
need to include periods in the header (we just need to remove them later anyway): “9 War” 
would be fine, as would simply “War” as seen below.

I’ve bolded the in-text citations below so they stand out, but that’s only for this document 
(you won’t even have the ability to use bold on the site submission form). Please include 
those in-text citations after the pertinent fact from the entry that they’re backing up. This 
lets us know exactly what each cited link should be proving.

Also, all the links go together at the end of the entire list. Your citation numbering should 
count up through the entire list, not restart for each entry.

War
 
If there is one thing even better for sales than violence, it is the threat of war. Mere 
months ago, the world watched on tenterhooks as North Korea targeted its missiles 
and threatened to rain nuclear destruction on the West. Every news outlet was full of 
breathless analysis and maps (LINK 7) showing how the US lay within strike distance
—despite there being no possibility of whatsoever of war.
 
As in none: zilch, zero, nada. The fact is, a North Korean ‘attack’ would almost 
certainly end with the missile failing to launch or falling into the sea, for the simple 
reason that their technology sucks. Analysis confirms that Pyongyang has yet to build 
a bomb small enough to fit on a missile (LINK 8); while experts agree that Kim’s 
recent bluster was just that: bluster. So, we essentially have a non-story about a fat 
little tyrant bawling for attention half the world away, and our media spins it into a 
narrative where we’re all on the verge of annihilation.
 
Nor is this a one-off. Not six months earlier, major papers were literally calling on 
Obama to stop Iran’s nuclear ambitions with a devastating airstrike (LINK 9), only for 
the Iranian people to peacefully kick the hard-line nutjobs out of office less than a 



year later. In other words, the media’s reporting of this kind of thing is almost scarily 
irresponsible, just as it is with . . .
 
(Again, these links go at the end of the document, and they are each specifically 
targeted to each fact in the text.)

LINK 7: http://edition.cnn.com/interactive/2013/04/world/north-korea-missile-
capabilities/ 
LINK 8: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-pacific-11813699 
LINK 9: http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2012/apr/3/why-we-must-strike-iran/ 

8. Humor

Humor is important in a list.  But humor needs to stem naturally from the main task at 
hand: educating with short facts.  Humor should be gentle and witty—think Stephen Fry 
not Jim Carrey.  Listverse is primarily a facts site, but we all love to smile.

9. Author’s Voice

We are happy for the author’s voice to show through as we consider each writer to be a 
columnist; but care should be taken to ensure that this does not extend too far beyond of 
the guidelines here.  

First and foremost the readers should feel you are credible and trustworthy.  You don’t 
need to write like you are writing an essay, but you should maintain a high standard.

10. Biblical References

When quoting from the Bible all references and quotes should be taken from the Douay-
Rheims  (DR) edition only.  A complete copy of the DR can be found here: http://drbo.org. 

http://edition.cnn.com/interactive/2013/04/world/north-korea-missile-capabilities/
http://edition.cnn.com/interactive/2013/04/world/north-korea-missile-capabilities/
http://edition.cnn.com/interactive/2013/04/world/north-korea-missile-capabilities/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-pacific-11813699
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2012/apr/3/why-we-must-strike-iran/
http://drbo.org


We use this edition exclusively because it contains the complete canon as defined in the 
4th century (seven more books than found in most other Bible publications) and its 
English, while antique in some cases, is clear for most English readers.

11. Profanity

We do not publish profanity on Listverse unless it is part of a genuinely sourced quote or 
the title of something published.  We will, in general, use em-dashes to obscure parts of 
the profane words. The reason for this is that a writer should be able to always find a 
better word to express the same point and profanity can lower people’s perception of the 
writer’s ability.

12. Demographics

10% of Listverse readers are under 18
50% are between 18 and 34
40% are over 34

We are generally writing for the intelligent 18+ audience. Your submission needs to be 
easy to read but not casual to a point of appearing thrown together.  Big words are okay 
and complex concepts are also fine.

13. General Editorial Information

We will rewrite small amounts of content if necessary but the less rewriting we need to do 
the more likely your list will be purchased.  Spelling mistakes and basic grammatical errors 
are usually cleared up if you do two revisions of your list before sending it in. If we see 
spelling (or basic grammar) errors in the first paragraph or title, we will usually reject the 
submission immediately.



Use imperial (US) measures (except in scientific articles) and convert them to metric in 
parentheses.

We have a predominantly American audience so we use American standard spelling 
(based on the latest edition of the Merriam-Webster dictionary). Please run your list 
against an American spellchecker before submitting.

You should be cautious about the use of abbreviations (including contractions) in your 
submissions as they can give the impression of casualness or a lack of care in writing. 
That means “it’s” “we’ve” “they’re” are often best avoided or, at most, used sparingly.

14. Final Note

We reject all lists that require a lot of editing.  Please make sure you read, re-read, and 
read again (preferably aloud) before submitting.  Slowing down the editorial process slows 
down acceptance and payments.

If a list has been rejected, we do not enter into negotiation over it.  Our decision is always 
final.



APPENDIX I—Popular Listverse Lists

This is a short list of some of the most popular content on Listverse:

Top 10 Gruesome Fairy Tale Origins . . . http://bit.ly/10G9NOK 
Top 10 Evil Serial Killers . . . http://bit.ly/Vcsvrl 
Top 10 Hidden Images in Cartoons . . . http://bit.ly/10G9Ud8 
Top 10 Codes You aren’t Meant to Know . . . http://bit.ly/10G9YtF 
Top 10 Strange Things About the Universe . . . http://bit.ly/VcsGTi 
Top 10 Facts about Sex . . . http://bit.ly/VcsL9D 
Top 10 Prophesies You Don’t Know . . . http://bit.ly/10Ga843 
Top 10 Creepy Mysteries You Haven’t Heard Of . . . http://bit.ly/10Ga9oA 
Top 10 Evil Human Experiments . . . http://bit.ly/10GaasR 
Top 10 Terrifying Places on Earth . . . http://bit.ly/YmFUAV 
Top 10 Places You Can’t Go . . . http://bit.ly/10Gajwc 
Top 10 Conspiracy Theories . . . http://bit.ly/10GanfE 

APPENDIX II—Copyright And Payments

When you send your list to us you are giving us the first right of refusal.  If we accept your 
list we will send payment in full ($100 USD minus Paypal fees) within thirty days.  Once 
the list has been accepted it becomes the property of Listverse Limited and all rights 
(including moral rights) are transferred to us.  From that moment on you may not submit 
the content to other sites or use it in any other format for public consumption. If we reject 
the list, all copyright and rights remain with you.

We aim to accept or reject all submissions within thirty days.  If you have not heard from 
us by then, check your spam folder for our email first.  All submissions communication is 
sent through submit@listverse.com.

We do not enter into negotiations over rejected content.  Once we reject a submission, it 
remains rejected.  On occasion we reject a list with some advice on how to improve it.  

http://bit.ly/10G9NOK
http://bit.ly/Vcsvrl
http://bit.ly/10G9Ud8
http://bit.ly/10G9YtF
http://bit.ly/VcsGTi
http://bit.ly/VcsL9D
http://bit.ly/10Ga843
http://bit.ly/10Ga9oA
http://bit.ly/10GaasR
http://bit.ly/YmFUAV
http://bit.ly/10Gajwc
http://bit.ly/10GanfE
mailto:submit@listverse.com


When this happens you can submit your re-worked edition of the list and we will reconsider 
it. This, however, is not a guarantee of acceptance.

APPENDIX III—Submission Terms and Conditions

1 Copyright and Ownership

1.1 By submitting the list to us for consideration, you agree to these terms and 
conditions.

1.2 You confirm that you are the original writer of the list and that you own all 
rights and copyright relating to it.

1.3 If we purchase the list, you agree:

1.3.1 that you have voluntarily and willingly agreed to sell the list to Listverse 
on these terms and conditions by submitting it for consideration;

1.3.2 that ownership, copyright, and all other rights (including moral rights) of 
the list and its content are transferred to Listverse once purchased;

1.3.3 that Listverse may correct, edit, amend or otherwise change the 
content of a list;

1.3.4 to Listverse publishing the name you provided when submitting the list 
as the author; and

1.3.5 that Listverse has the full right to publish the list if and when it sees fit 
(including but not limited to all rights of publication on the Internet, 
books, magazines, TV, film, and newspapers, or other form of media).

1.4 For the avoidance of doubt, any property in a list rejected by Listverse shall 
remain yours.

1.5 In submitting the list for consideration, you agree that you will not:



1.5.1 submit a list or other content that contains any viruses, malware, 
worms, Trojan horses, malicious code, or other device that could harm 
our technical infrastructure or system or that of our users;

1.5.2 engage automated uses of the Listverse site that are abusive or 
disruptive of the services; or

1.5.3 disrupt the Listverse site by inundating it or placing it (or the networks 
or servers connected with it) under an undue burden with 
communications or other traffic that suggests no serious intent to use 
the site for its intended purpose.

1.6 You warrant to us that the list in the form provided by you is your own 
copyright, and does not violate or infringe (or could be reasonably expected to 
violate or infringe) the copyright, identity, registered trademark or intellectual 
property rights of another person.

1.7 You agree to fully indemnify and hold Listverse harmless against any 
liabilities, claims, costs (including legal costs), loss (including consequential 
loss) or damage incurred as a result of any list we have purchased from you, 
or as a result of any breach by you of these terms and conditions.

2 List Form

2.1 All submitted lists must:

2.1.1 include an introductory paragraph for the list;

2.1.2 have 10 items; and

2.1.3 include sources for each item (see the author’s guide for details).

2.2 You confirm the list submitted for consideration has been written in 
accordance with our author’s guide (see http://listverse.com/authors/listverse-
author-guide.pdf).

3 No Partnership

3.1 These terms and conditions do not create an employment, agency, 
partnership, or joint venture relationship between you and us. 

http://listverse.com/authors/listverse-author-guide.pdf
http://listverse.com/authors/listverse-author-guide.pdf


3.2 For the avoidance of doubt, each list submitted by you and purchased by 
Listverse constitutes a single one-off transaction between you and Listverse, 
on these terms and conditions.

4 Interpretation

4.1 References to:

4.1.1 “us”, “we”, “our” and “Listverse” are references to Listverse Limited 
(NZCN: 4117918);

4.1.2 “you”, “your” and “yours” are references to you as a person submitting 
a list to Listverse;

4.1.3 “list” and “lists” refer to all content submitted to Listverse through the 
“Submit a List” function.
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